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VERONA 

Verona, a UNESCO World Heritage city, boasts a thousand-year-old historic centre. Its beating heart is 

Piazza Bra, in the centre of which stands the Arena, a Roman amphitheatre known throughout the 

world as home to the opera festival as well as concerts and international events. As you walk along 

some picturesque alleys, including Via Mazzini —where shopping is the main feature — you reach 

Piazza delle Erbe, the Roman forum where most of the economic, political and social activities took 

place and, still today, home to the city market as well as the venue of evening and social events. The 

84-metre tall Lamberti Tower dominates the square, affording a breath-taking view. This was also the 

starting point of the two main thoroughfares, the cardo and the decumanus maximus — the latter 

coinciding, for Verona, with the via Postumia itself — which can still be seen today. A few steps away 

is Juliet's House, with its famous balcony, and Romeo's House, more concealed. Other symbolic places 

of the city are Piazza dei Signori, the Arche Scaligere, Castelvecchio, the Roman Theatre and the 

Duomo. A historical centre of enormous cultural and artistic interest surrounded by the waters of the 

Adige river. 

 

HISTORY 

Relations between Rome and Verona began around the 3rd century B.C. It was the beginning of 

centuries of great splendour, in which Verona, a Roman city, was rebuilt in the bend of the Adige river. 

Its important ford has been replaced by two bridges, Ponte Pietra and Ponte Postumio. During Roman 

times, Verona was a major political and commercial hub, in respect of which sumptuous traces still 

remain today. Yet another attractive feature, albeit less known, are the ancient walls of the city, large 

parts of which are still preserved in excellent conditions. In 1136 A.D., Verona became a municipality 

for all intents and purposes. The city is known for having been home to and a meeting point for great 

poets and artists. Among the most famous are Shakespeare, who set the tragedy of Romeo and Juliet 

within the walls of Verona; Dante Alighieri, who for several years remained in exile in the Verona area 

as a guest of the Cangrande family; and then Paolo Caliari, the great painter of the Renaissance period, 

known in fact as “Veronese”. 
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Dear friends, 

we are happy to host the World Fishing Championship for Nations in Peschiera in the Province 

of Verona. The historically most important event between the FIPSed Championships sees around 40 

nations participate, sometimes from all continents of the world but in particular from Europe. In fact, 

coarse fishing is a very common discipline and athletes know and love Italy as a country with some of 

the most beautiful and important race fields in the world. 

 The athletes who attend it arrive, therefore, together with their captains, managers and 

companions with a lot of expectations that the good local organizers will certainly not disappoint. 

Peschiera and the neighboring villages have the potential and skills necessary to adequately 

accommodate everyone. The Province of Verona and Veneto in general extend over a territory which, 

in addition to offering important fishing sites, enjoys some of the most interesting naturalistic, 

historical, gastronomic and recreational attractions in Italy. The wonderful panorama and the excellent 

water quality of the Mincio River, with its chubs and intriguing ruddles will surely make these days of 

sport unforgettable. 

 I send my best wishes to all those who have contributed to the realization of this championship, 

to the local political, administrative and FIPSAS authorities, to the captains, to the volunteers and in 

particular to the athletes, that everything could go well in order to remember Verona again and Veneto 

as one of the most important areas for sport fishing. 

 

    Ugo Claudio Matteoli  

President of FIPSAS and FIPSED 
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Twenty-three years have gone by since the last time the province of Verona hosted the World 

Coarse Fishing Championships. A great sports competition that, back in 1996 at Peschiera, saw the 

victory of the Italian national team. 

 An outstanding memory for the many fans who, in just over a year's time, will be able to relish 

once again significant sports emotions on the banks of the Mincio river. 

 At the same time, in 2020 the city of Verona, will have the honour of hosting the opening 

ceremony of the event, confirming its role as a key player in the sporting arena. An event within the 

event will also be staged, where the representatives of all 40 participating nations will be parading in 

the heart of our historic centre. 

 This is the city that I like, welcoming, sporty and vibrant. Sport means indeed competition, 

goals to achieve and objectives to exceed, but it also means sharing and friendship. Core values in 

which we firmly believe and which will always win the support of the city administration on the 

occasion of events like this one.  

 At present, the Verona Fishing Federation counts thousands of members. A great organisation 

of sports fishing lovers that will hopefully continue to grow, also thanks to events of this magnitude, 

finding new enthusiasts and champions among our young people. 

 

Federico Sboarina 

Mayor of Verona 
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After 23 years, Verona is once again the capital city of fishing. In 2020, the fresh waters of the 

Mincio river will host the World Coarse Fishing Championship and our city will be pleased to start the 

ceremonies by staging the opening event.  

 This sports event will bring together the representatives of as many as 40 nations around the 

walls of Verona, thus confirming the city’s role as a key player in the sporting arena. Thanks to its 

facilities, structures and sporting tradition, our city not only boasts a great number of excellences — 

regarding both the most popular and lesser known sports disciplines — but also plays host to many 

national and international events every year. 

 This is why, on behalf of the whole municipal administration, I would like to thank the Verona 

Section of the Italian Federation of Sports Fishing and Underwater Activities for the efforts they made 

to have this World Championship take place in our region.  

 Fishing enthusiasts are usually not so keen on publicity, as they enjoy the silence that truly 

defines this sport. In fact, this is a growing sport, especially in the lower Verona area, where waterways 

suitable for fishing are aplenty. Moreover, endeavours such as this are an important driving force for all 

young people who wish to engage in this activity. 

Filippo Rando 

     Councillor for Sport  
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Dear friends, 

 I am pleased and honoured to participate in the World Coarse Angling Championship that will 

take place from 7 to 13 September 2020 in the Peschiera and Valeggio areas. 

 An appropriate and suitable location for a major international championship to which this 

province already played host 23 years ago. The Mincio is, indeed, a top-level competition field for both 

Italian and international athletes. The natural setting and the usual fish abundance that define this 

stretch, together with the typical organisational skills of Verona and of Veneto in general will not 

disappoint the participants. 

 I would like to thank the FIPSAS Section of Verona for enthusiastically embracing this 

endeavour and the FIPSAS Regional Committee of Veneto for supporting it. 

 In the Veneto region, sports fishing is recognised by all the political and administrative 

authorities of the area as an activity that can generate a significant boost from both a social and 

economic perspective. Therefore, returning to this region will prove to be an unfailingly fulfilling 

experience. 

 I will attend the event myself and will be most happy to share these intense days of sport with 

new and old friends. 

 

Maurizio Natucci 

President of FIPSAS Surface Fishing Sector 
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OFFICIAL PROGRAMME 

 
From: Sunday 6 September 2020 (arrival of teams) 

To: Monday 14 September 2020 (departure of teams) 

 

 

THE COMPETITION VENUE  

 

The competition will take place on the “Mincio River Peschiera del Garda – Valeggio sul Mincio”. 

Main entrance 45°25’39.8’’N - 10°42’04.7’’E – Accreditation entry 45°24’53.1’’N - 10°43’00.9’’E. 

 

The venue for the competition is about 2.7 km long and the average width is of about 60/70 m while the 

average depth is of 4.5 m. Water stream is low on the average and it is conditioned by the Garda Lake 

level. Compact river bottom, with some grass. 

 

 
 

 

THE FISH SPECIES 
 

The main fish species to be caught in “Mincio River” are: common rudd (Scardinius 

erythrophthalmus), European chubs (Squalius cephalus), tench (Tinca tinca), pumpkinseed (Lepomis 

gibbosus), largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides), northern pike (Esox lucius) and crucian carp 

(Carassius carassius). 

 

No minimal sizes are requested. 

 

The main fishing techniques: Roubaisienne and rods with real. 
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RESERVE VENUE 
 

The reserve venue is “Canal Bianco” - Santa Teresa in Valle – Cerea – Torretta di Legnago (Verona). 

The venue is 6.100 km long.  

 

 

MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF GROUNDBAIT AND BAIT AND ROD LENGTH 

 

20 liters of groundbaits, including earth, gravel, corn maize, wheat, hempseed, etc. and other additives 

that are not toxic for the fauna and the water environment. 

 

2.5 liters of baits, of which a maximum amount of 1 liter can be jokers. A maximum amount of 0.50 

liter of earthworms is allowed in the total baits. Earthworms shall be presented entire (not-cut). 

Bloodworms are only meant for hooking and shall be presented in a “FIPSed official size” box. After 

the control, bloodworms meant for hooking can be used for groundbaiting. 

The maximum rod length will be 13 metres. 

 

The keep-net mesh cannot exceed 10 mm on 10 mm. The keep-net shall have either a minimum 

diameter of 40 cm for the round ones or a minimum diagonal of 50 cm for the rectangular ones and a 

minimum length of 3.50 metres. 

 

 

ORGANISING COMMITTEE 

 

Comitato Organizzatore 67° Campionato del Mondo di Pesca al Colpo per Nazioni  

Via Albere 43 – 37138 Verona - Italiy 

Tel +39 045 578126 – email:mondialivr2020@gmail.com - pec:mondialivr2020@pec.it 

 

For any information required, please contact the Organising Committee: 

BEGAL TIZIANO +39 338 6705496 –  

MANTOVANI GABRIELE +39 339 3497769 –  

PERUZZO TIZIANO +39 347 2822025 – 

UFF. PESCA DI SUPERFICIE FIPSAS +39 06 87980521-23 (English language) 
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WHERE WE ARE AND HOW TO JOIN US 
 

Airport Catullo Villafranca of Verona - km 22 A4/E70 – exit Peschiera del Garda 

Airport Orio al Serio of Bergamo - km 92 A4/E70 - exit Peschiera del Garda 

From Ventimiglia to Peschiera del Garda - km 404 A10/E80 A21/E70 - following the signs to Milan 

exit Peschiera del Garda 

 

 

From Brennero to Peschiera del Garda - km 226 A22/E45 - following the signs to Milan exit Peschiera 

del Garda 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From Trieste to Peschiera del Garda km - 279 E70/A57/E70 - following the signs to Milan exit 

Peschiera del Garda 
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REGISTRATION OF NATIONAL TEAMS 

 

All teams should register on Monday 7 September 2020 on the competition venue between 7:00 am and 

9:00 am. On that occasion, each team will receive pass auto to be duly exposed in the front windows of 

each vehicle.  

Each country should bring national flags and a CD of its national anthem. 

The Committee will be present to provide you with further information on the event.  

 

REGISTRATION AT THE NATIONS CHAMPIONSHIP 

 

Registrations for the Coarse Angling World Championship should be sent within 15 May 2020, 

through the attached registration forms. All additional information will be handed to teams on 

registration. 

 

REGISTRATION FEE FOR DELEGATIONS 
 

 

Team registration fee     € 1,300.00 

FIPSed fee          €    150.00 

 

The registration fee includes 9 tickets for the gala dinner, 6 fishing licenses, insurance and some 

possible gadgets. 

The participating Nations are charged of all accommodation costs. 

For accompanying persons, the gala dinner ticket cost is € 60.00 per person. 

 

 

 

The registration fee of € 1.450,00 (€ 1,300.00 plus € 150) shall be paid on the following bank account, 

headed at the “Comitato Organizzatore del 67° Campionato del mondo di pesca al Colpo per Nazioni 

2020”: 

Bank: UNICREDIT Agenzia di Borgo Roma 

IBAN n°:  IT 05 L 02008 11773 000 1056 50018 

SWIFT/BIC: UNICRITM1M06 
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ANTI-DOPING INFORMATION 

TUE REQUESTS  

A Therapeutic Use Exemption (TUE) is a certificate granted by an anti-doping organization (IF for 

international-level athletes, NADO for national-level athletes and MEO for athlete participating in an 

MEO event. The certificate is for a set prohibited substance, in certain dosages, with a limited period of 

validity. An application for a TUE must be based on a documented medical condition and diagnosis 

and the TUE will only be granted under strict criteria laid out in the International Standard of TUEs.  

Athletes must absolutely avoid taking a medication with a prohibited substance without a valid 

TUE.  

The presence of a prohibited substance or its metabolites or markers in an athlete’s sample without a 

valid TUE is an Anti-Doping Rule Violation (ADRV), as are the use or attempted use of a prohibited 

substance or a prohibited method, possession, administration or attempted administration.  

Athletes must therefore consult the Prohibited List https://www.wada-ama.org/en/resources/science-

medicine/prohibited-list with their prescribing physician before taking a medication to ensure that no 

prohibited substance is contained in the medication needed.  

Athlete whose illness or condition requires treatment with a prohibited substance or method (listed in 

this link: https://www.wada-ama.org/en/resources/science-medicine/prohibited-list) must apply to CIPS 

for a TUE following the CIPS strict TUE application process. He shall then use the application form, 

which can be downloaded from the ITA website: https://ita.sport/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/TUE-

Form.pdf  

The TUE request has to be sent to the following address: tue@ita.sport 

If the TUE is granted, the athlete will then be permitted to use the medication during the period of 

validity of the TUE without committing an Anti-Doping Rules Violation (ADRV).  

Regardless of whether a TUE has been granted or not, athletes should always declare on the doping 

control forms filled out during sample collection any medications and supplements taken within the 

seven days prior to sample collection, and any blood transfusions in the three months prior for blood 

samples.  

If a TUE has already been granted by a NADO or by a RADO, the Athlete in question does not have to 

apply for any additional CIPS TUE, as CIPS recognizes all TUE granted by NADOs and RADOs. 

  

https://www.wada-ama.org/en/resources/science-medicine/prohibited-list
https://www.wada-ama.org/en/resources/science-medicine/prohibited-list
https://www.wada-ama.org/en/resources/science-medicine/prohibited-list
https://ita.sport/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/TUE-Form.pdf
https://ita.sport/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/TUE-Form.pdf
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ACCOMMODATION  

 

There is a wide selection of angler friendly accommodation in the area. Special rates have been secured 

for the championship – book early. Each Federation shall call directly the hotels. 

 

 

PESCHIERA DEL GARDA 

****Hotel Rivus Loc. Casa Otello 7 Peschiera del Garda info@hotelrivus.com 

 ****Hotel Clarin 14 via Salvi 14 Peschiera del Garda info@hotelclarin14.com 

 ****Hotel Green park Via Mantovana 28 Peschiera del Garda info@greenparkhotel.com 

 ****Hotel Primavera Via Bella Italia 30 Peschiera del Garda nfo@hotelprimaveragardalake.com 

 ****Hotel Bell'Italia Via Bell'Italia 2 Peschiera del Garda info@hotel-bellaitalia.it 

 ****Enjoy Garda Hotel Via Venezia 28 Peschiera del Garda info@enjoygardahotel.com 

 ****Le Ali del Frassino strada Santa Cristina 13 Peschiera del Garda info@alidelfrassino.it 

 ****Hotel Palazzo ai Capitani Via Castelletto 2 Peschiera del Garda info@palazzoaicapitani.it 

 ****Parc Hotel Paradiso & Golf Via Coppo 2b Peschiera del Garda paradisoresort@parchotel.it 

 ***Hotel Acquadolce Via Lungolago Garibaldi 3 Peschiera del Garda - info@acquadolcehotel.com 

 ***Hotel al Fiore Via Lungolago Garibaldi 9 Peschiera del Garda - info@hotelalfiore.it 

 ***Hotel Dolci Colli Via Mantova 117 Peschiera del Garda - info@dolcicolli.com 

 ***Hotel Bella Peschiera Via Milano 42 Peschiera del Garda - info@hotel-bellapeschiera.it 

 **Hotel Benaco Bee Free Via Benaco 4 Peschiera del Garda - info@hotelbenacobeefree.com 

 **Hotel Bel Sito Via Venezia 62 Peschiera del Garda - info@belsitohotel.com 

 **Golf Residence Via Paradiso di Sopra 5 Peschiera del Garda - paradisoresort@parchotel.it 

 **Hotel Valentina Via Benaco 12 Peschiera del Garda - info@hotelvalentina.it 

 **Hotel Johnson Via Marina 4 Peschiera del Garda - info@hoteljohnson.com 

 *Albergo Arilica Via xxx Maggio 4/6 Peschiera del Garda 

 *Albergo Fioravante Via Benaco 20 Peschiera del Garda - info@albergofioravante.com 

 *Albergo Marsari Via Milano 34 Peschiera del Garda - albergomarsari@libero.it 

 Residence Cappuccini Via Milano 62 Peschiera del Garda - info@residenzacappuccini.it 

 Bertoletta village apartaments Via Bertoletta 8 Peschiera del Garda - info@bertoletta.it 

 agenzia Holidays S.r.l. Via Monte Baldo 12/a Peschiera del Garda - bonfante@holidaysimmobiliare.com 

  

LAZISE 

***Hotel Sirena Via Roma 4 Lazise - info@hotelsirenalazise.it 

 ***Hotel Giulietta e Romeo Via A. della Scala Lazise - info@giuliettaeromeo.it 

 **Hotel Alla grotta Via Fontana 8 Lazise - allagrotta@iol.it 

 **Hotel La Rama Loc. Colombare 4 Lazise - info@larama.it 

 **Hotel al Pescador Via A. della Scala 49 Lazise - info@alpescador.com 

 *Hotel Cristina Via Gardesana 96 Lazise - info@hotelcristinalazise.it 

 *Hotel Dal Baffo Via Gafforini 12 Lazise - info@albergodalbaffo.it 

 *Hotel Campagnola Via Pergolana 3 Lazise 

 *Residence La Fattoria Via Gabbiola 44 Lazise - info@lafattoriaforyou.it 

   Albergo Tecla Via Cansignorio 12 Lazise - info@albergotecla.it 

 Ca' Ottocento B&B Via Porta San Zeno 30 Lazise - info@caottocento.it 

 B&B Garda Lovers Via Trento Lazise - info@gardalovers.it 

 B&B Le Fate Via Adige 9 Lazise - info@beblefate.com 

 B&B Le Coste Località Le Coste 1 Lazise - info@zf4.it 
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Agriturismo Ai Prati Via Prati 23 Lazise 

 Appartamenti La Torre Via Albarello 12 Lazise 

 Villa Cedro Via Puccini 11 Lazise - villadeicedri@villadeicedri.com 

  

VALEGGIO SUL MINCIO 
***Corte del Paggio Via Brughiero 74 Valeggio sul Mincio - hotelcortedelpaggio@gmail.com 

 ***Edel Dipendenza Via D.G. Beltrame 10 Valeggio sul Mincio - eden@albergoedenvaleggio.com 

 ** Hotel Faccioli - Dipendenza Via Tiepolo 4 Valeggio sul Mincio 

 ** Albergo Belvedere Casa Principale Loc. S. Lucia ai Monti 12 Valeggio sul Mincio –  

     info@ristorantebelvedere.eu 

     Agriturismo: Corte Tonolli Via Tonolli 55 Valeggio sul Mincio - info@cortetonolli.it 
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PROGRAMME OF THE COMPETITION 

 

The venue shall be closed during the fourteen days preceding the first training day (closed from 

August 24 to September 6 2020) for all the members of the participating official delegations. 
During these 14 days, training at the venue shall be forbidden for all Nations in the entire area chosen 

for the championship, as well as 500 metres upstream and downstream of said area (including the 

opposite banks). 

 

MONDAY 7
th

 SEPTEMBER 2020  

07:30am - 09:00 am Team registration on the competition venue. 

07:30am - 09:00 am Drawing and distribution of the teams «box» numbers for the official trainings 

will take place on the venue according to an official FIPSed grid. For countries 

who are not present during the draw, the draw will be performed by a FIPSed 

representative. 

09:50 am Heavy baiting 

10:00 am Start of training 

06:00 pm End of training 

 

TUESDAY 8
th

 SEPTEMBER 2020 

09:50 am Heavy baiting 

10:00 am Start of training 

06:00 pm End of training 

 

WEDNESDAY 9
th

 SEPTEMBER 2020 

09:50 am Heavy baiting 

10:00 am Start of training 

06:00 pm End of training 

 

THURSDAY 10
th

 SEPTEMBER 2020 

09:50 am Heavy baiting 

10:00 am Start of training 

02:00 pm End of training 

05:00 pm Concentration of the Team at Arsenale Parking (Verona) “Piazza Arsenale n. 11”  

05:30 pm Parade opening and official welcoming of the 67
th

 Nations Coarse Angling World 

Championship at “Piazza Brà” in front of the Town Hall 

 

FRIDAY 11
th

 SEPTEMBER 2020 

09:50 am Heavy baiting 

10:00 am Start of training – COMPULSORY! 

02:00 pm End of compulsory training  

03:00 pm Venue must be free by all competitors 

04:00 pm 1
st
 captains’ meeting – Tenuta San Leone “Valeggio sul Mincio” (GPS 45°23'52,3''N 

- 10°43'17,0''E) 
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SATURDAY 12
th

 SEPTEMBER 2020 

07:00 am 2
nd

 captains’ meeting. Draw up of the positions for the first leg and distribution of 

back numbers - Tenuta San Leone “Valeggio sul Mincio” 

08:00 am First signal - Competitors may enter their rings 

08:45 am Second signal - Bait/groundbaits checks to begin in 5 minutes 

08:50 am Third signal - Control of baits and groundbaits from peg n. 1 of each sector or 

subsector 

09:50 am Fourth signal - Heavy baiting, no fishing 

10:00 am Fifth signal - Start of the 67
th

 Nations Coarse Angling World Championship 

13:55 am Sixth signal - 5 minutes of fishing left to the end of the leg 

02:00 pm Seventh signal - End of 1
st
 leg and weighing operations  

05:30 pm Publication of results of 1
st
 leg and 3

rd
 captains’ meeting for draw of sector - Tenuta 

San Leone “Valeggio sul Mincio” 

 

SUNDAY 13
th

 SEPTEMBER 2020 

06:30 am 4
th

 captains’ meeting. Draw up of the positions for the second leg and distribution of 

back numbers - Tenuta San Leone “Valeggio sul Mincio” 

08:00 am First signal - Competitors may enter their rings 

08:45 am Second signal - Bait/groundbaits checks to begin in 5 minutes 

08:50 am Third signal - Control of baits and groundbaits from peg n. 1 of each sector or 

subsector 

09:50 am Fourth signal - Heavy baiting, no fishing 

10:00 am Fifth signal - Start of the second leg of 67
th

 Nations Coarse Angling World 

Championship 

13:55 am Sixth signal - 5 minutes of fishing left to the end of the leg 

02:00 pm Seventh signal - End of 2
nd

 leg and weighing operations  

04:30 pm Publication of the final results and prize giving ceremony on the competition venue 

08:30 pm Closing dinner  
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OPENING CEREMONY 
 

The official opening ceremony and the presentation of the national teams will take place on Thursday 

10
th 

September 2020: 

05:00 pm Concentration of the Team at Arsenale Parking (Verona) “Piazza Arsenale n. 11”  

05:30 pm Parade opening and official welcoming of the 67
th

 Nations Coarse Angling World 

Championship at “Piazza Brà” in front of the Town Hall 

 

 
 

 
 

 

PRIZE-GIVING CEREMONY AND CLOSING DINNER  
 

The official prize-giving ceremony will take place on Sunday 13
rd

 September at 04:30 pm on the 

competition venue.  

The closing dinner will take place at 08:30 p.m on 13 September at the “Ristorante al Fiore” - Peschiera 

del Garda - Via Lungolago Giuseppe Garibaldi, 9. 

 

NAZIONALITY EMERGENCY SERVICES  
 

Civil Hospital Peschiera D/G 045 644 9111 

Carabinieri  112 

Urgent First Aid 118 

Police  113 

Car first aid ACI 045 755 0976 

Travelling informed 1518 

Fire-fighters 115  
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  COARSE ANGLING WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP FOR NATIONS 
 

REGISTRATION FORM  

 

 

 

 

FEDERATION _________________________________________________________________ 

 

NATION ______________________________________________________________________ 

 

CITY _________________________________________________________________________ 

 

ADDRESS _____________________________________________________________________ 

 

TELEPHONE NUMBER __________________________ FAX __________________________ 

 

E-MAIL _______________________________________________________________________ 

 

PERSON TO CONTACT_________________________________________________________ 

 

TELEPHONE NUMBER__________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

DATE _________________ SIGNATURE ___________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Please fill in this document and send it obligatorily before 15 May 2020 to: 

 

 

Organising Committee: 

Comitato Organizzatore 67° Campionato del Mondo di Pesca al Colpo per Nazioni  

Via Albere 43  

37138 Verona – Italy  

Tel +39 045 578126 – email:mondialivr2020@gmail.com 
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  COARSE ANGLING WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP FOR NATIONS 

REGISTRATION FORM FOR DELEGATION 

 

FEDERATION ____________________________________________________________ 

 

NATION _________________________________________________________________ 

 

DELEGATION LAST NAME FIRST NAME 

ATHLETE     

ATHLETE     

ATHLETE     

ATHLETE     

ATHLETE     

ATHLETE 
  

CAPTAIN     

2° CAPTAIN     

DELEGATE     

 

DATE ___________________ SIGNATURE _____________________________________ 

 

Please fill in this document and send it obligatorily before 15 May 2020 to: 

 

Organising Committee: 

Comitato Organizzatore 67° Campionato del Mondo di Pesca al Colpo per Nazioni  

Via Albere 43  

37138 Verona – Italy  

Tel +39 045 578126 – email:mondialivr2020@gmail.com 

 

Bank account, headed at the “Comitato Organizzatore del 67° Campionato del mondo di pesca al 

Colpo per Nazioni 2020”: 

Bank: UNICREDIT Agenzia di Borgo Roma 

IBAN n:  IT 05 L 02008 11773 000 1056 50018 

SWIFT/BIC: UNICRITM1M06 
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REGISTRATION FORM FOR COMPANIONS 

 

 

 
FEDERATION ________________________________________________________________ 

 

NATION ______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

LAST NAME FIRST NAME 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

DATE __________________ SIGNATURE _________________________________________ 

 

 

Please fill in this document and send it obligatorily before 15 May 2020 to: 

 

Organising Committee: 

Comitato Organizzatore 67° Campionato del Mondo di Pesca al Colpo per Nazioni  

Via Albere 43  

37138 Verona – Italy  

Tel +39 045 578126 – email:mondialivr2020@gmail.com 

 

Bank account, headed at the “Comitato Organizzatore del 67° Campionato del mondo di pesca al 

Colpo per Nazioni 2020”: 

Bank: UNICREDIT Agenzia di Borgo Roma 

IBAN n:  IT 05 L 02008 11773 000 1056 50018 

SWIFT/BIC: UNICRITM1M06 
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 BAITS AND GROUNDBAITS 

 

Bait and groundbaits may be supplied by filling in the order form attached and sending it as soon as 

possible to the following e-mail address: 

 

 
Obiettivo pesca srl di Govi e Reverberi 

Via I. Pizzetti n. 2/G – 42124 Reggio Emilia 

Tel. 0039 0522 560202 – Mob 0039 335 8448408 

e-mail: obiettivopescagovigino@gmail.com 

 

Later will be communicated the place where the material will be distributed. 
 

Type of baits available: 
 

white maggots       €       6.00 per kg 

coloured maggots    €       9.00 per kg 

big pinkie      €       9.00 per kg 

little maggot (white, yellow or orange) €     18.00 per kg 

little pinkie     €     18.00 per kg 

rubino al kg                                                   €     19.00 per kg 

big maggot - 25 g/pack   €       2.50 per g 
foundering caster 1 lt     €     11.20 per pack 
foundering caster ½ lt                                   €       5.80 per pack 

floating caster 1 lt                                       €    11.20 per pack 
floating caster ½ lt     €      5.80 per pack 
baiting big caster  20gr / pack                     €      3.50 per pack  
jokers      €    20.00 per kg 
baiting bloodworms - 35/40 g/pack  €    10.00 per pack 

bloodworms kg    €  110.00 per kg 

earthworms     €    23.00 per kg 

baiting earthworms (small/medium/big) €      1.90 per pack 

hemp done - 750 g/box   €      5.60 per box 

death maggots 150gr                                  €      2.00 per box 

gray stone   25 kg                                       €    17.00 

red stone    25 kg                                        €    27.00 

red mais                                                     €      2.50 per pack 

yellow mais                                                €      1.00 per pack 

 

Groundbaits and other types of baits may be supplied on request. 

Baits will be delivered every day on the competition site by the organisation and shall be paid on 

delivery. 

Prices may change according to market variations. 

Baits and groundbaits order must be sent within the date of  23-08-2020 

We are at your disposition for any further information. 
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BAIT ORDERING FORM  

        NATION ____________________________________ DATE: ____________________ 
 

        
BAITS 07/09 08/09 09/09 10/09 11/09 12/09 13/09 

White maggot 
       

Coloured maggot 
       

Big pinkie 
       

Little maggot 

(white/yellow/orange)        

Little pinkie 
       

Big maggot 
       

Rubino al kg  
       

Foundering caster 1 lt  
       

Foundering caster 1/2 lt 
       

Floating caster  1 lt  
       

Floting caster  1/2 lt  
       

Jokers 
       

Baiting bloodworms 40 

gr         

Bloodworms 
       

Earthworms kg  
       

Baiting earthworms BIG 
       

Baiting earthworms 

Small         

Hemp done 750gr  
       

Death maggot 150 gr 
       

Gray stone  25kg  
       

Red  stone  25kg  
       

Yellow mais  
       

Red mais  
       

  
       

  
       

  
       

 
 


